Interactive Flash Group

Room Setup: Round tables of 8-10 seats; copies of the literature excerpt (if any) on the tables; colored key tags on tables (if available).

Twenty minutes prior to the start of the meeting: Position greeters at room entrances. Greeters will welcome members and ask them to sit at tables with others they may not know yet. As the tables fill, the workshop chair will go from table to table, asking a volunteer to chair the table’s meeting. We will be using a round robin format at each table, and the table’s chair will help each participant to remember the maximum of five minute to share.

Start of Meeting: Workshop Chair: Welcome to Flash Group Workshop at__________

My name is ________________ and I am an addict.

[Read any announcements]

Let’s open the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.

___________________________ has been asked to read Who Is an Addict

___________________________ has been asked to read Why are We Here

Workshop Chair: Today’s meeting format will provide members the opportunity to share and hear experience, strength, and hope with and from others. We will have a reading, and then each table will have their own meeting, based on the reading. We will use what we call a “round robin” format. (Describe format) This format only works if members are mindful of the time; we ask that each member share no more than five minutes so that everyone has an opportunity to participate. Your table’s chairperson will help manage the time.

Workshop Chair reads the literature excerpt.

Workshop Chair: now it is time for each table to have you own meeting. Don’t forget to share the time. Have fun!

With five minutes left: Unfortunately, we are out of time, if you didn’t get a chance to share please get with someone after the meeting.

___________________________ has been asked to read “We Do Recover”

Close the meeting with The Third Step Prayer

Approximate number of attendees: ____________